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ProsodyandSubjectEllipsisinItTurnsOutThat-Clause
Construction

（２）a.ForrestreportsenemyhaveburnedChattanooga&

fled－thetruthturnsoutthathehasneverbeen

withinthreemilesoftheplace&theenemyarestill

there…

b.Firstthingofcoursewastofindthedogs.Which

turnsout,theywereholedupbackofthe－theplace

wherethelittlekidsgo,…

c.Andthatadjustmentisreallyhard,especiallyfor

thosewhohavepost-traumaticstressdisorderor

traumaticbraininjury.Thatturnsoutthatoneunfor-

tunatelycommonresultissuicide.

d.’Course,wefoundoutwhatwasgoingonintheend.

LeeJordan'sdadhadhadabitoftroublegetting

moneyoffBagmanaswell.Turnsouthe'sinbig

troublewiththegoblins.

（Otake２０１３a:１０-１４;underlinesinoriginal）

Otake（２０１３a:４）claimsthat,inspiteofitshighfre-

Introduction

Thispaperdiscussestheprosodyofitturnsoutthat-

clauseconstruction,asiscalledinOtake（２０１３b）.Thiscon-

structioncontainsthephrasalverbturnout,whichissyntac-

ticallyclassifiedasthesamegroupofverbsandphrasal

verbsasseem,appear,happen,andcomeaboutinthatthey

maybefollowedbyathat-clause,oranextraposedsubject.

（１）Itseemsthatyouaremistaken.

（Quirketal.１９８５:１１８３）

Whilethistypeofthat-clauseiscataphoricallyreferredto

bytheformalsubjectitthatusuallyappearsasthesentential

subject,theformalsubjectinitturnsoutthat-clausecon-

structioncanbereplacedbyothernominalsanditcanbede-

letedwithoutanynominaloccupyingthatposition:

KUWANAYasutomo＊

【Summary】
Thispaperdiscussestheprosodyofwhatiscalleditturnsoutthat-clauseconstruction.Ithasbeenobservedthatwhile

theconstructiontypicallyhastheformalsubjectitthatreferstothefollowingthat-clause,itcanalsoappearwithoutthesub-

ject,andthetwoversions,itturnsoutthat-clauseconstruction（thefullversion）andtheonewithouttheformalsubjectit

（theellipticalversion）,havebeendescribedandanalyzedinsemanticterms.Thequestiontobeaddressediswhetherthey

differprosodically.Theresultsoftheanalysesofpitchandpausesinthespokendatarevealthat,intheellipticalversion,the

downwardpitchmovementfromturnstooutisgreaterandthepausedurationbetweenoutanditsfollowingwordare

longerthanthoseofthefullversion.Itisarguedthat,intermsofprosody,thephrasalverbintheellipticalversionismore

likeacompoundservingasacommentclause.Prosodicvariationsobservedinthedataofthefullversionarealsodiscussed.
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current English are necessary.

　Reviewing the previous studies concerning it turns out 

that-clause construction, I would like to address the ques-

tion whether the two versions, it turns out that-clause con-

struction（the full version）and the one without the formal 

subject it（the elliptical version）differ prosodically. The pur-

pose of this investigation is twofold. One is to describe pro-

sodic properties of each version, and the other is to discuss 

the results of the prosodic analyses in detail.

　The organization of this paper is as follows. Section ２ de-

scribes the method of data collection and its analyses. Sec-

tion ３ shows the results of the analyses and illustrates a 

representative example of each version. Section ４ discusses 

of the results in detail. Section ５ summarizes the discussion 

and concludes the paper.

Method

　In order to investigate the prosody of the two versions of 

it turns out that-clause construction, I collected a total of ３０ 

pieces of spoken data（a half of them contains the full ver-

sion and the other half the elliptical version）at Scientific 

American, an American science magazine, whose website 

offers podcasts that report scientific articles.　Using a 

speech analysis software, Praat, I judged the pitch（Hz）of 

turn and out and calculated the pitch difference between 

them. I also measured the pause duration（second）between 

out and its following word. I analyzed the results by t-test to 

see if there is any statistically significant difference between 

the two versions in pitch and pause.

Results

　The results of the investigation are listed in Tables １ and 

２ below, which reveal that, in the elliptical version, the 

downward pitch movement from turns to out is greater and 

the pause duration between out and its following word are 

longer than those in the full version（t=２.０１, df=２８, p<.０５ 

and t=２.７９, df=２８, p<.０１ respectively）. The typical exam-

ple of each version, No. １３ and No. １８, is shown along with 

its linguistic context in（５）and（６）and their pitch analyses 

in Figures １ and ２ below.

quency in use１, previous studies of it turns out that-clause 

construction have been inadequate in that they fail to de-

scribe its actual usages, and he attempts to provide a seman-

tic explanation to the construction and consider the 

mechanism of the ellipsis of the formal subject. He argues 

that the subject can be deleted if the semantic cohesion be-

tween the preceding sentence and the one of the construc-

tion is reinforced by such discourse markers as weird thing 

is and the long and short of it intervening the two sentences２:

（３） a.“We inspected the car, but it contained no bomb or 

weapons,”Marine Sgt. Michael Shahinian, ２５, said.

“Weird thing is, turns out the call came from this 画 臥蚊蚊蚊蚊
guy Bobby Adcock, who was two grades above me 

at Bakersfield High School.”

 b. So when I saw a BBC headline about a‘tipsy gene’ 

protecting against alcoholism I had to learn more. 

The long and short of it: turns out my being a light-画 臥蚊蚊蚊蚊蚊蚊蚊
weight could be a good thing.

（Otake ２０１３a: １９-２０; underlines in original）

　However, it is not clear why this is so, considering the 

fact that, as Otake（２０１３a）himself notes, these types of dis-

course marker can also appear in cases where the formal 

subject it actually occurs in this construction.

　In terms of prosody of it turns out that-clause construc-

tion, there seem to have been few studies.　As for the stress 

assignment of phrasal verbs composed of a verb and particle 

in general, it is pointed out that the primary stress is as-

signed on both of the elements（Watanabe １９９４: ９５）. In 

case of turn out, however, the description of its stress assign-

ment varies among linguists:

（４） a. t;rn 6ut　　　b. t<rn 6ut

　Konishi and Minamide（２００１: ２３０８）assign the primary 

stress on the second element and Takebayashi（２００２: ２６４９）

on both of the elements. Indeed, Inoue and Yagi（２００８: ５６）

argue that the descriptions of stress assignments on idio-

matic expressions in English-Japanese dictionaries may be 

inconsistent and inaccurate, and that, for English language 

teaching in Japan, more descriptive prosodic analyses of the 
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（６） No. １８

And the type of plants that thrived after the impact were dif-

ferent as well. Blonder and his colleagues studied thousands 

of fossil leaves from North Dakota, spanning about a mil-

lion years both before and after the impact. … Turns out 

that after the impact, the fossil record has more deciduous-

looking leaves…

（http://www.scientificamerican.com/podcast/episode/dino-

（５） No. １３

Now it's this latter muscle that's involuntary, so the crows 

feet smile is considered the real spontaneous emotion and is 

known as the Duchenne smile. It turns out the real thing has 

a lot of power.

（http://www.scientificamerican.com/podcast/episode/what-

makes-an-honest-smile-honest-10-12-11/; underline added）

Table １
Pitch of (A) Turns and (B) Out, Pitch Movement between 
(A) and (B), and Pause Duration between (B) and Its Fol-
lowing Word in the Full Version

Pause (Sec.)Pitch (Hz)No. (A)－(B)(B) out(A) turns
０.０２８.０１３７.０１４５.０１

０.００２３.３１５５.６１７８.９２

０.０５２８.９１７７.７２０６.６３

０.１０６２.９１２０.６１８３.５４

０.０７－７３.６２３８.９１６５.３５

０.００１３.７１９１.０２０４.７６

０.００５６.５１７４.６２３１.１７

０.０５２８.４７２.６１０１.０８

０.０２－９６.４２４７.５１５１.１９

０.０３３９.７１２８.４１６８.１１０

０.０９－１０９.６２４３.８１３４.２１１

０.００４.６１３１.６１３６.２１２

０.００１.８１７３.８１７５.６１３

０.００１７.４２１０.３２２７.７１４

０.０５２.９２１８.２２２１.１１５

０.０３０.６１７４.８１７５.３Ave.

Table ２
Pitch of (A) Turns and (B) Out, Pitch Movement between 
(A) and (B), and Pause Duration between (B) and Its Fol-
lowing Word in the Elliptical Version

Pause (Sec.)Pitch (Hz)No. (A)－(B)(B) out(A) turns
０.３１１６１.５８２.５２４４.０１６

０.００３０.４１５４.４１８４.８１７

０.１３３４.３１４９.７１８４.０１８

０.０２３４.７１８３.１２１７.８１９

０.１０２５.０１９４.５２１９.５２０

０.１２－２８.６１８２.７１５４.１２１

０.００１６.６１３０.２１４６.８２２

０.０８３４.１１９２.７２２６.８２３

０.１１６５.０１２２.０１８７.０２４

０.０８１０１.４７９.１１８０.５２５

０.４４－５０.４１３７.３８６.９２６

０.１９５１.９１７１.８２２３.７２７

０.０７２８.２１６４.６１９２.８２８

０.００１９.７１３７.６１５７.３２９

０.２１４２.５１６７.９２１０.４３０

０.１２３７.８１５０.０１８７.８Ave.

Figure １　Pitch Analysis of No. １３
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contour takes place, and the phrasal verb is separated from 

the rest of the sentence by a pause. These differences are 

most likely due to the possibility that, unlike the one in the 

full version, turns out in the elliptical version is more like a 

compound independent from the rest of the sentence serving 

as a comment clause. In what follows, I show the general 

characteristics of compounds and comment clauses, and dis-

cuss turns out in the elliptical in those terms.

　First, it is well-known that, in a concatenation of two 

nouns, the positions of the primary and secondary stresses 

depend on whether it is a phrase or a compound; the former 

receives the primary stress on the second element and the 

latter on the first element.

（７） a. Phrase

　　　bl!ck b6ard　d!rk r6om

 b. Compound

　　　bl"ckb5ard　d"rk r5om

　Turns out in the two versions of it turns out that-clause 

construction can be considered parallel to the contrast be-

tween（７a）and（７b）above. In terms of the stress assignment, 

turns out in the elliptical version is similar to that in（７b）

and hence the phrasal verb can be treated as a compound. In-

deed, look at（８a）and（８b）below, in which the stress assign-

ment of the concatenations of a verb and a particle and their 

corresponding compound nouns are shown３:

devastator-also-ravaged-veggies1/; underline added）

　Based on the analyses in this section, it can be argued 

that, in the elliptical version, the stress assignment of turns 

out is characterized as the relatively high pitch on turns and 

the pause duration between out and its following word sug-

gests the separation of turns out from the rest of the sen-

tence, both of which are in sharp contrast with those of the 

full version.

　In the next section, I discuss the results presented in more 

detail.

 Discussion

　In this section, I discuss the prosodic differences ob-

served in the previous section and argue that turns out in the 

elliptical version is more like a compound functioning as a 

comment clause as is defined by Quirk et al.（１９８５）. I also 

discuss some specific examples of the full version that seem 

prosodically similar to those of the elliptical version and 

point out that their prosodic property is due to a rhythmic 

reason. 

４.１ The status of turns out in the elliptical version

　The results of the analyses show that there are prosodic 

differences between the two versions in the pitch movement 

and the pause duration. In the elliptical version, the pitch on 

turns is higher than that of out, and hence the downward 

Figure ２.　Pitch Analysis of No. １８
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construction can be considered parallel to the contrast be-

tween（９a）and（９b）above. In terms of the pause duration 

forming tone units, turns out in in the elliptical version can 

be seen as a comment clause.

４.２ Variations in the full version

　Although the difference between the average of the pitch 

movements in the full version and the elliptical version is 

statistically significant, a careful look at Tables １ and ２ sug-

gests that the former contains more inconsistent data than 

the latter. That is, some of the data in the full version are op-

posite to its general tendency. Here, I discuss why that is the 

case.

　Consider the data of No. ４ in Table１. Its pitch movement 

and the pause duration are ６２.９ Hz and ０.１０ seconds, 

which means a downward movement with a longer pause 

duration. This may be due to a rhythmic reason.　Look at 

the sentence and its linguistic environment in（１０）:

（１０）No. ４

　Take, for example, bees. These flying foragers are re-

nowned for their ability to remember which flowers are best 

and where to find them. But it turns out bees can be bollixed.

（http://www.scientificamerican.com/podcast/episode/anima-

ls-can-be-given-false-memories/; underline added）

　In No. ４, the construction in question is preceded by the 

（８） a. Verb and Particle

　　　br)ak d6wn　st!nd bý　t!ke 6ff

 （Konishi and Minamide ２００１）

 b. Compound Noun

　　　br*ak d5wn　st"ndbỳ　t"ke 5ff

（Namiki １９８５: ９２）

　Therefore, turns out in the elliptical version can be said to 

be compound-like.

　Second, the pause between out and its following word in 

the elliptical version shows the detachment of turns out 

from the rest of the sentence. That further implies that turns 

out can be considered a comment clause, not a main verb of 

the sentence. Quirk et al.（１９８５: １１１２）define a comment 

clause as a parenthetical disjunct that may appear at various 

positions with a separate tone unit.　Consider（９）below, 

in which the thin vertical lines and the thick vertical lines 

represent the beginning and the end of the tone unit 

respectively:

（９） a. You |know（that）I think you're WRANG|.

［You know is a matrix clause］

 b. You KNBW,| |I think you're WRANG|.

［You know is a comment clause］

（Quirk et al.１９８５: １１１３）

　Turns out in the two versions of it turns out that-clause 

Figure ３　Pitch Analysis of No. ４
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and the pause duration between out and its following word 

are longer than those of the full version, which implies that, 

in terms of prosody, the phrasal verb in the elliptical version 

is more like a compound and a comment clause which is 

separated from the rest of the sentence.

　In conclusion, it must be reminded that a more sufficient 

amount of data is necessary to strongly support the argu-

ment of this paper. It is also important to discuss theoretical 

implications of this study. I leave these tasks for the future 

research.
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Notes

１. In order to investigate the frequency of phrasal verbs 

used in conversations by native speakers in the United 

States, Lee（２０１５）conducts a corpus-based study, the 

result of which shows that turn out is ranked as １３th 

among the top ２５ phrasal verbs in an academic spoken 

corpus.

２. The other discourse markers Otake（２０１３a）notices 

are: the funny thing is, anyway, in any event, and in the 

end. In the present paper, however, neither of these nor 

any markers whatsoever are found preceding the construc-

tion in the elliptical version. In the full version, as is 

shown in ４.２, some examples have a conjunction and an 

interjection preceding the construction.

３.  According to Takebayashi（２００２: ３１１）, the primary 

stress is assigned on both elements of the combination of 

the verb and particle, break down, which is the same kind 

of inconsistency as in（４）in Section １.

４. The presence/absence of the conjunction that can af-

fect the prosody of turns out in each construction, and it 

can be interrelated to the ellipsis of the formal subject it. 

While the conjunction that appears seven times out of the 

１５ examples investigated in the full version, it appears 

four times in the elliptical version. I leave these issues for 

the future research.

conjunction but, which may lead to the succession of the 

two function words, but and it, neither of which is stressed. 

Rhythmically, in that case, turns rather than out is predicted 

to be stressed. If out were to be stressed instead of turns, 

there would be a series of three unstressed words and it 

would be undesirable. Table ３ below lists the result of the 

analyses of the seven instances in which the construction is 

preceded by a function word. It shows that, with the excep-

tion of No. ５, the explanation above applies to all the 

instances５.

　Given this argument is on the right track, it can be argued 

that the pitch of turns out in it turns out that-clause construc-

tion depends on the presence of its preceding words, or the 

formal subject it and a function word, and their realization 

in pitch４.

　To summarize, the results of the prosodic analyses in this 

paper suggest that, in terms of the stress assignment of turns 

and out and the pause duration between out and its follow-

ing word, the elliptical version is more like a compound and 

a comment clause detached from the subordinate clause. 

Prosodic variations observed in the full version may be due 

to the preceding word affecting rhythm.

Conclusion

　This paper discussed the prosody of the two versions of it 

turns out that-clause construction, the full version and the el-

liptical version. In order to answer the question whether 

they differ prosodically, the relevant pitch and pauses were 

analyzed. The results revealed that, in the elliptical version, 

the downward pitch movement from turns to out is greater 

Table ３
Pitch Movement between Turns and Out, Pause Duration 
between Out and Its Following Word, and the Words Preced-
ing the Full Version

Preceding WordPause(Sec.)Pitch Movement
(Hz)No.

Well０.００２３.３２
But０.０５２８.９３
But０.１０６２.９４
But０.０７－７３.６５
But０.００１３.７６
So０.００５６.５７

Because０.００１７.４１４
－０.０３１８.４Ave.
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six instances.
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